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Abstract
Synchronization in parallel applications can be achieved either implicitly or explicitly. Implicit syn-
chronization is typical of programming environments that provide predefined, and often simple, patterns of
parallelism such as data-parallel libraries and languages and skeletal operations. Nevertheless, more flexible
approaches that allow to express arbitrary task-level parallel computations without a predefined structure
request in turn that the user explicitly specifies the synchronization needed among the parallel tasks.
In this paper we present a library-based approach that enables arbitrary patterns of parallelism with
minimal effort for the user. Our proposal is the first generic approach to express parallelism we know of that
requires neither explicit synchronizations nor a detail of the dependencies of the parallel tasks. Our strategy
relies on expressing the parallel tasks as functions that convey their dependencies implicitly by means of
their arguments. These function arguments are analyzed by our library, called DepSpawn, when a parallel
task is spawned in order to enforce its dependencies. Our experiments indicate that DepSpawn is very
competitive, both in terms of performance and programmability, with respect to a widespread high-level
approach like OpenMP.
Keywords: Parallel programming, synchronization, out-of-order execution, libraries, dependencies,
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1. Introduction
One of the outstanding difficulties of the development of parallel applications is the synchronization of
the different units of execution. Different parallel programming models and tools provide different synchro-
nization techniques, which can be implicitly or explicitly invoked by the user. The data-parallel paradigm
[1, 2, 3], for example, provides implicit synchronization points after each pair of parallel computation and
assignment, being this one of the reasons why this paradigm is one of the most effective in terms of in-
tuitiveness for the programmer. Unfortunately, the patterns of parallelism supported by this paradigm
are too restrictive for many parallel applications. It is also the case that applications that greatly benefit
from data-parallelism can further increase their performance when they are enriched with the possibility of
exploiting more ambitious out-of-order scheduling [4, 5, 6] for the tasks in which their computations can
be decomposed. Applications that benefit from complex patterns of parallelization and scheduling have
usually to resort to paradigms and tools where explicit synchronization mechanisms are available in order
to ensure that tasks satisfy their dependencies [7, 8, 9]. The implied required study of the dependencies
among the tasks, and the subsequent specification of the corresponding synchronizations, result in an in-
creased programming complexity, which is the cost to pay for the flexibility in the patterns of parallelism
and dependencies among such tasks.
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Fostered by the growing importance of exploiting the increasing number of cores and accelerators available
in current computers, there have been several proposals to alleviate the aforementioned difficulties. Some
of them are libraries that do not define a specific programming model and whose scope of application is
restricted to a limited area [4, 5, 6]. Other projects [10, 11, 12, 13] have developed or improved already
existing families of compiler directives so that users can annotate which portions of their applications can
be run as parallel tasks, and which are their dependencies. Based on these annotations, a compiler adds the
suitable code to ensure that at runtime tasks are only submitted to execution once the dependencies stated
by the programmer are fulfilled. While these annotations are a big step forward, the user is still preoccupied
with the analysis of the tasks in order to identify not only their inputs and outputs, but also the exact
shape and extent of the region accessed in the case of arrays, which are by far one of the most frequent data
structure found in task dependencies. Also, the requirement to use a specific compiler, at least while these
directives are not widely adopted, places more restrictions on development and portability than the simple
use of libraries.
In this paper we introduce a practical library-based approach to enable the expression of arbitrary
patterns of parallel computation while avoiding explicit synchronizations. Our proposal is almost as flexible
as explicit synchronization but without the complexity it brings to parallel programming. It also frees
programmers from having to explicitly indicate which are the dependencies for their tasks. Our proposal,
which has been implemented in the widely used C++ language, relies on the usage of functions to express
the parallel tasks, the dependencies among the functions being solely provided by their arguments. This
way, an analysis of the type of the arguments of a function whose execution has been requested, coupled with
a comparison of these arguments with those of the functions that have already been submitted to execution,
suffices to enforce the dependencies among them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section explains the principles of our proposal.
Then Sect. 3 describes the algorithms used to test the library in Sect.4 both in terms of performance and
programmability. Sect. 5 discusses the related work, and finally Sect. 6 is devoted to our conclusions and
future lines of work.
2. DepSpawn : An argument-based synchronization approach
As we have anticipated, our proposal is based on expressing the parallel tasks as functions that only
communicate through their arguments. The types and memory positions of the arguments of the functions
that define each parallel task are analyzed by our framework, called DepSpawn, to detect and enforce the
dependencies among those tasks. Our library has three main components:
• The kernel is the function spawn, which requests a function to be run as a parallel task once all the
dependencies on its arguments are fulfilled.
• The template class Array, which allows to conveniently express a dependency on a whole array or a
portion of it.
• A few explicit synchronization functions to wait for the completion of all the pending tasks, to wait
only for those that access some specific arguments, and to allow a task to early release dependencies.
We now describe these components in turn, followed by a small discussion on the implementation of the
library.
2.1. Spawning parallel tasks
Function spawn accepts as first argument the name of the function whose execution as a parallel task is
requested, followed by the comma-separated list of the arguments to the function. Since all the communica-
tions between parallel tasks must take place through their arguments, the function should have return type
void, that is, act as a procedure. Functions returning a value are also accepted by spawn, but the returned
value will be lost, as spawn does not return any value. It is worth mentioning that our library does not make
any assumption regarding global variables. Thus, if the user wants to track dependencies on these variables,
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Table 1: Behavior of spawn for each parameter type. A is any arbitrary data type. Modifiers in brackets do not change spawn’s
behavior.
Type Short description Interpretation of arg
[const] A arg Argument by value input
A& arg Argument by reference input and output
const A& arg Argument by constant reference input
[const] A* arg Pointer by value input (not *arg)
[const] A*& arg Pointer by reference input and output (not *arg)
[const] A* const & arg Pointer by constant reference input (not *arg)
she should pass them as parameters to the corresponding functions. The type of the corresponding function
parameter will indicate whether the variable will only be read or can be also modified.
Table 1 summarizes the interpretation that spawn makes of each parameter or formal argument of a
function depending on its type. Arguments passed by value are necessarily only inputs to the function, since
any change made on them in the function is actually performed on a local copy. As for arguments passed by
reference, which are marked in C++ by preceding the parameter name by a ’&’ symbol, the situation depends
on whether the reference is constant or not. Constant references, which are labeled with the const modifier,
do not allow to modify the argument, so they can only be inputs. Non-constant references, however, can
modify the argument, therefore they are regarded as inputs and outputs. Table 1 reflects that pointers are
regarded as inputs or inputs and outputs following the same rules as any other data type, and that the
dependency is defined on them, not on the memory region they point to. This behavior has been chosen
for two reasons: first, it is consistent with the treatment of the other data types; second, the library cannot
make reasonings on the dependencies generated through the usage of a pointer, as it is impossible to know
the extent of the memory region that will be accessed through a pointer from its declaration.
Given the aforementioned interpretation associated to each function argument, and using the information
on its address and length, spawn learns the data dependencies between the tasks submitted to parallel
execution. It then guarantees that each task is run only once all its dependencies with respect to the
previously spawned tasks are satisfied. In this regard, it must be outlined that our library releases the
dependencies of a task only when the task itself and all its descendants (i.e. the tasks directly or indirectly
spawned from it) finish. This way the release of a dependency by a task implies that all what would have
been part of the serial execution of the task has been executed.
In order to formally detail the semantics of the programming model provided by our library, we make
the following definitions:
• We say that a task T is requested when, during the execution of the program, the corresponding spawn
invocation is made. A requested task can be waiting for its dependencies to be fulfilled, executing, or
finished.
• A task T is an ancestor of task U if T requests U or, recursively extending this definition, it requests
an ancestor of U .
• A task T is a descendant of a task U if U is an ancestor of T .
• We call sequential execution of the program the one that takes place if the spawn requests are replaced
with standard function calls.
• A task T logically precedes task U if during the sequential execution of the program T is executed
before U .
• A task T dynamically precedes task U if during the execution of the program T is requested before U
(by the same or another thread of execution).
• A task T is said to have a dependency with a preceding task U if there is at least one memory position















Figure 1: Preceding tasks PT42 = {T1, T2, T3, T41} for task T42. Assuming that out of them only T1 generates dependencies
with T42 (i.e. DPT42 = {T1}), Descendants(DPT42 ) = {T11, T12, T13, T131, T132} is also depicted.
In our framework a requested task T waits for the completion of a task U if
a. U dynamically precedes T , U is not an ancestor of T , and T has a dependency with U ; or
b. U is a descendant of a task that fulfills condition (a).
Condition (b) is derived from the fact that in our framework a task does not release its dependencies until
all its children finish their execution. Let us now analyze the implications of these conditions. Condition (a)
indicates that a new task respects all the dependencies with the tasks that were requested before during the
dynamic execution of the program, excluding of course its ancestors. In order to provide a formal definition
of the guarantee provided by this condition, we will name tasks according to their order of execution in the
sequential execution of the program. This way, we will call Ti the i-th task initiated during the sequential
execution of the program that is not nested inside another task, Tij will be the j-th task initiated by task
Ti that is only nested in task Ti, and so on. Using this nomenclature, condition (a) only guarantees that
task T = Tx0x1...xn complies with the dependencies with the preceding tasks PT = {Tx0x1...xi−1j , ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j < xi}. The reason is that these are the only tasks that we know for sure that are requested before
T in any execution. Among them, the focus in on the subset of those that actually generate dependencies
with T , defined as DPT = {U ∈ PT / T has a dependency with U}.
Additionally, condition (b) guarantees that T is executed after the tasks that have an ancestor in DPT ,
that is, Descendants(DPT ), where Descendants(S) = {Tx0x1...xmxm+1...xn / Tx0x1...xm ∈ S, n > m}. Notice
that both the tasks in DPT and Descendants(DPT ) necessarily logically precede T .
Figure 1, in which time runs from left to right and the spawn of new tasks is represented as a vertical
line that leads to a new horizontal line of execution, helps illustrate these ideas. The tasks are labeled using
the naming just defined, and it shows a concrete temporization in a parallel execution of an application.
Following our definition, PT42 = {T1, T2, T3, T41} for task T42, as these are the tasks that are not ancestors
of T42 that will be requested before it no matter which is the exact length or temporization of execution of
the different tasks. In this figure we assume that out of these four tasks, T42 only has dependencies with
respect to T1, thus DPT42 = {T1}. Finally, the figure also depicts Descendants(DPT42), which are all the
descendants of T1. According to the rules just described, T42 will not start running until T1 and all its
descendants finish. Nevertheless, since T2, T3 and T41 are guaranteed to be analyzed before T42 is requested,
and the example assumes that T42 has no dependencies with them, they can run in order, including in
parallel, with respect to T42.
This programming model does not give guarantees of relative order of execution with respect to the tasks
that logically precede T that do not belong to the sets we have defined. Such tasks are all the descendants
of the tasks in PT that do not generate dependencies with T , that is, Descendants(PT −DPT ). The relation
guaranteed with respect to these tasks is of mutual exclusion if there is at least a common element of conflict,
i.e., one piece of data modifiable by either T or the considered task according to their respective lists of
arguments. Going back to our example in Fig. 1, the tasks in this situation with respect to T42 are T21 and
T411. In the execution shown in the figure they are requested before T42, but in other runs any of these two
tasks, of both, could be requested after T42. This way, the relative order in which these three tasks will run
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1 A a ;
2
3 void f (A& a ) { }
4
5 void g ( ) {
6 . . .
7 spawn ( f , a ) ;
8 . . .
9 }
10
11 void h( const A& a ) { }
12
13 int main ( ) {
14 spawn ( g ) ;




1 A a ;
2
3 void f (A& a ) { }
4
5 void g (A& a ) {
6 . . .
7 spawn ( f , a ) ;
8 . . .
9 }
10
11 void h( const A& a ) { }
12
13 int main ( ) {
14 spawn (g , a ) ;
15 spawn (h , a ) ;
16 }
(b)
Figure 2: Enforcing dependencies between tasks (a) Wrong (b) Right
cannot be predicted, but we are guaranteed that no pair of them with a conflict in their arguments will run
in parallel.
The result of the described semantics is a simple rule of thumb for the programmer. Namely, a task T
is guaranteed to fulfill dependencies with respect to the tasks requested before it, inside the same task, or
before any of its ancestors, in the respective tasks where they were requested (condition(a)), which is an
informal definition for PT . Task T also respects its dependencies with the tasks that are descended from
those tasks in PT that presented dependencies with T , DPT (condition(b)). For any other task U , it is
guaranteed that U will be not be run in parallel with T if there is any memory position common to the
arguments of T and U in which one of them writes. This behavior suffices in many situations. If it is not
the case, the user has two possibilities to enforce the ordering between U and T . The most natural one is to
express the dependency in an ancestor of U that belongs to PT so that it becomes part of DPT . The other
one is to use one of the explicit synchronization mechanisms provided by our library, which are detailed in
Sect. 2.3.
Figure 2 exemplifies how to enforce a proper ordering between tasks. In Fig. 2(a) the master thread
creates two tasks, g and h that carry no dependencies between them according to their arguments, so they
can be run in parallel. During the execution of g, a new task f is requested that writes in a global object
a used by task h. The system guarantees that f and h will not run in parallel, but it does not enforce any
specific order of execution. Since f logically precedes h we probably want to make sure it runs before. This
is achieved in a natural way by expressing the dependencies generated by f in the arguments of any ancestor
spawned before h. Here such ancestor is g, giving place to the code in Fig. 2(b).
2.2. Array support
The library behavior has been explained using generic data types, which can be standard types, user
defined classes or arrays. The analysis performed by our library each time a parallel task is spawned treats
all data types equally, checking the starting memory position and the size of each argument for overlaps
with other variables. This permits expressing any kind of parallel computation, serializing tasks that access
the same object when at least one of them writes to it. This raises an important question. Some objects
are actually aggregates or containers of other objects, and the fact that multiple parallel tasks operate on
them does not imply there are actually data dependencies among those tasks. For example, many parallel
algorithms make use of arrays whose processing is distributed among different tasks that read and write to
disjoint regions of these arrays. Therefore, just checking the full object or array is not a flexible strategy,
as this would serialize these actually independent tasks. One solution would be to distribute the data in
the original array in smaller independent arrays so that each one of them is used by a different task, but
this introduces non-negligible programming (and sometimes performance) overheads, and depending on the
algorithm it is not always possible. Another solution, which is the one we have implemented, is to provide
a data type that allows to express these arrays, to efficiently define subsections of them without copying
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1 // Two dimensional matrix of 64x64 f l o a t s
2 Array<f loat , 2> array (64 , 6 4 ) ;
3
4 // Subarray from pos i t i on (10 ,0) to pos i t i on (20 , 30)
5 Array<f loat , 2> subarray = array (Range (10 , 20) , Range (0 , 3 0 ) ) ;
Figure 3: Example of definition of an array and a subarray.
1
2 void mxm(Array<f loat , 2>& re su l t ,
3 const Array<f loat , 2>& a ,
4 const Array<f loat , 2>& b)
5 {
6 const int nrows = r e s u l t . rows ( ) ;
7 const int nco l s = r e s u l t . c o l s ( ) ;
8 const int kdim = a . c o l s ( ) ;
9
10 for ( int i = 0 ; i < nrows ; i++) {
11 for ( int j = 0 ; j < nco l s ; j++) {
12 f loat f = 0 . f ;
13 for ( int k = 0 ; k < kdim ; k++)
14 f += a ( i , k ) ∗ b(k , j ) ;





20 . . .
21 for ( int i = 0 ; i < N; i += N / BLK) {
22 int l im i = ( i + N / BLK) >= N ? N : ( i + N / BLK) ;
23 Range rows ( i , l im i − 1 ) ;
24 for ( int j = 0 ; j < N; j += N / BLK) {
25 int l im j = ( j + N / BLK) >= N ? N : ( j + N / BLK) ;
26 Range c o l s ( j , l im j − 1 ) ;
27 spawn (mxm, r e s u l t ( rows , c o l s ) , a ( rows , Range : : a l l ( ) ) , b (Range : : a l l ( ) , c o l s ) ) ;
28 }
29 }
30 . . .
Figure 4: Usage of the Array class to enable the parallel processing of independent tasks.
data, and which is known to our dependencies analysis framework so it can retrieve the range of elements
an array of this class refers to in order to check for overlaps.
In order to provide this support, we have developed a modified version of the Array class of the Blitz++
library [14]. Blitz++ implements efficient array classes and operations for numeric computations. Its Array,
illustrated in Fig. 3, provides multiple indexing schemes that allow to define sub-arrays that reference a bigger
matrix (i.e. they point to the same data). Our Array class, derived from the one provided by Blitz++,
enables our task spawn framework to check for overlapping subarrays that reference the same block of
memory.
An example of a typical usage of the Array class is shown in Fig. 4. This code subdivides the multi-
plication of two square matrices of N×N elements in BLK×BLK parallel tasks, each one being in charge of
computing one portion of the output array result. The multiplication itself is performed in function mxm,
which retrieves the dimensions of the arrays using their interface and accesses their scalar elements using
operator (). The aim of this example is to illustrate the simple and powerful interface offered by Array.
A high-performance implementation should obtain the pointers from the arrays involved in the multiplica-
tion and invoke a specialized function such as gemm from BLAS. This is in fact the way we developed the
applications used in the evaluation in Sect. 4.
2.3. Explicit synchronization facilities
DepSpawn also provides three functions to control the synchronization process at a lower level so that
the programmer can make some optimizations:
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• void wait for all() makes the current thread wait until all the spawned tasks finish. Its intended
use is to serve as a barrier where the main program can wait while the spawned processes do their
operations.
• void wait for(Type vars...) provides a more fine grained synchronization, where the current
thread only waits for the tasks that generate dependencies on the variables specified as arguments
to finish. There can be an arbitrary number of these variables and they can be of different types.
• release(Type vars...) can be used by a spawned task to indicate that the processing on some
variables has ended, so that the dependent tasks can begin to run before this task actually finishes its
execution.
2.4. Implementation details
A first decision in any software project is choosing the implementation language. While there are more
widespread languages such as C, DepSpawn was implemented in C++ mainly for four reasons:
• The nuclear idea of our library is to represent the parallel tasks by means of functions that express
all their dependencies through their arguments. As a result, the function outputs should be provided
through their arguments. This requires either resorting to pointers, which is the only option in C, or
the ability to pass arguments by reference. Since it in unfeasible to automatically analyze dependencies
among pointers using a library for the reasons explained in Sect. 2.1, we had to choose a language that
provides pass by reference, which is the case of C++.
• We wanted our library to be as automated and to require as minimal user intervention as possible.
This way, we preferred to use a language such as C++, with metaprogramming capabilities that allow
a library to automatically analyze the types of the arguments of a function. In a language without
this ability, the user would have to explicitly indicate to the library the number of arguments, as well
as their intention and size, for each function to spawn.
• C++ templates allow to move many computations from runtime to compile time, particularly those
related to types, which play an important role in this library, resulting in improved performance.
• An object oriented language that allows operator overloading is required to implement a class such
as Array providing a nice notation. If the language further enables template classes, as C++ does, a
single implementation of the class allows to provide support for generic arrays of any underlying type
and different numbers of dimensions.
Let us notice that the interoperability between C and C++ is very strong, so existing C code can be
easily used in applications written with DepSpawn. A good example of this is the usage of the standard
BLAS (FORTRAN with a C interface) and GotoBLAS2 libraries (written in C) in the codes used in this
paper (see Sects. 3 and 4), which was straightforward.
Once we opted for C++, we exploited its advantages to the fullest, including core language functionality
improvements provided by the new C++11 standard. For example, the new variadic templates enabled us
to implement spawn so that it accepts an arbitrary number of arguments.
Another important feature of our library is that it does not give place to busy-wait situations. Rather,
tasks with pending dependencies are stored so that they will be automatically launched to execution once
all their dependencies are fulfilled. After storing such tasks, the corresponding threads of execution that
encountered those requests proceed to the next instruction following the spawn invocation without further
delays.
The data associated to the tasks and their dependencies are stored in structures that are internal to the
library and which are updated each time a spawn is made or a tasks finishes. These structures are shared
by all the threads so that all of them can keep track of the current set of dependencies to abide by and to
remove the ones generated by each task when its execution finishes. This way, there is not a control thread
in charge of these structures and deciding the tasks to spawn in each moment. Rather, all the threads
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1 barnes−hut {
2 Bodies [N ] ;
3 while f i n a l time not reached {
4 spawn ( create quad−t ree , Bodies ) ;
5 for each block from Bodies :
6 spawn ( compute forces , b lock )
7 spawn ( update , Bodies )
8 }
9 w a i t f o r a l l ( ) ;
10 }
Figure 5: Pseudocode of the parallel implemenation using spawn of the Barnes-Hut algorithm
operate on these structures, of course with proper synchronization, and launch new tasks to execution when
their dependencies are satisfied.
Regarding the threading and load-balancing mechanism, our library is built on top of the low level API
of the Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [8] library1. One of the main benefits of this approach is
that our library enjoys the smart load balancing and task affinity strategies provided by TBB. For example,
instead of a global task queue that could be a source of contention, each thread has its local pool of tasks.
This besides promotes locality because the tasks spawned by a given thread are more likely to be run by
this thread, which increases the potential to reuse data accessed by the ancestor tasks in the caches of
the same core. TBB also provides a clever task stealing mechanism that allows to perform load balancing
between threads in a completely transparent way. Idle threads steal the least recently generated tasks of
busy threads, which are the tasks with less locality and potentially more work. Finally, TBB also helps deal
with the memory model of the underlying hardware under the control of its API, which provides accesses
with the release and acquire semantics as well as sequentially consistent accesses that act as memory fences.
Our library uses this API to guarantee the correct execution both of its internal code as well as the user
functions under any memory model.
3. Tested algorithms
We first tested the correctness of our implementation with synthetic toy programs that covered all the
possible combinations of task dependencies based on their input and output arguments. Then we have
implemented several algorithms to test its performance and programmability. The next subsections briefly
explain these algorithms.
3.1. N-body simulation using Barnes-Hut
This force-calculation algorithm employs a hierarchical data structure, called an quadtree, to approxi-
mately compute the force that the n bodies in a system induce upon each other. The algorithm hierarchically
partitions the plane around the bodies into successively smaller cells. Each cell forms an internal node of
the quadtree and summarizes information about the bodies it contains. The leaves of the quadtree are the
individual bodies. This hierarchy reduces the time to calculate the force on the bodies because, for cells that
are sufficiently far away, it suffices to perform only one force calculation with the cell instead of performing
one calculation with each body inside the cell.
The algorithm has three main phases that run in sequence for each time step, until the desired ending
time is reached. These phases are: (1) creating the quadtree, (2) computing the forces acting on each body,
(3) updating the state of the system. The main computation load is in phase 2, whose computations can be
done in parallel. Although phase 3 can be parallelized too, this is usually not considered because it is very
lightweight.
1TBB is available on the FreeBSD, Linux, Solaris, Mac OS X, and Microsoft Windows operating systems and run on top
of the x86/x64 (both from Intel and AMD), IA64 (Itanium family) and MIC (new Intel Xeon Phi) processors. There are also








Figure 6: Blocked algorithm for computing the LU decom-
position of a square matrix
1 for ( j = 1 ; j < num blocks ; j ++) {
2 dget f2 (A( j : num blocks , j ) , P ) ;
3
4 update p ivot s (P) ;
5 dlaswp (A( 1 : num blocks , 1 : j −1) , P ) ;
6 dlaswp (A( 1 : num blocks ,
7 j +1: num blocks ) , P ) ;
8
9 f o r r ang e ( i in j +1: num blocks ) {
10 spawn ( dtrsm , A( j , j ) , A( j , i ) ) ;
11 }
12
13 f o r r ang e ( i 1 in j +1: num blocks ,
14 i 2 in j +1: num blocks ) {
15 spawn (dgemm, A( i1 , j ) ,
16 A( j , i 2 ) ,
17 A( i1 , i 2 ) ) ;
18 }
19 w a i t f o r a l l ( ) ;
20 }
Figure 7: Pseudocode of the LU decomposition
The parallelization of this algorithm with spawn is quite simple: it is only needed to distribute the bodies
in a block fashion and spawn the computation methods, as shown in the pseudocode in Fig. 5. It must be
noted, however, that load balancing, such as the one provided by our library, may play an important role
on the performance of the parallel implementations of this algorithm. The reason is that the traversal of
the quadtree performed in stage (2) of the algorithm does not have the same cost for each body. Namely,
the traversal is deeper and requires more computations for the bodies located in more densely populated
regions. For this reason, our implementations overcompose the parallel loop in more tasks than available
cores and let the underlying framework perform load balacing between the available cores. Notice also how
the other stages are automatically synchronized thanks to our library, i.e., they only run when they are free
of conflicts with preceding tasks.
3.2. LU decomposition
LU decomposition factorizes a matrix as the product of a lower triangular matrix and an upper triangular
matrix. It is a key part of several numerical algorithms as the resolution of linear equations or computing
the determinant of a matrix. The LAPACK [15] library contains a blocked implementation of this algorithm,
represented in Fig. 6 with its pseudocode in Fig. 7, in which A(i,j) refers to the block in row i and column j
in which the input matrix A has been divided. The algorithm progresses through the main diagonal of the
matrix, and in each step it performs four operations: (1) the LU decomposition of the diagonal block is
computed using the unblocked version of the algorithm (dgetf2) (line 2), (2) it swaps the rows of the matrix
from the diagonal to the end, according to the pivots retuned by the previous step (line 4), (3) it computes
the solution of A × X = B, being A the block on the diagonal and B the rest of the row to the end of
the matrix (line 9), and (4) it multiplies the row and column blocks to obtain the next square submatrix
(line 13).
The parallelization strategy for this algorithm consists in subdividing the most expensive operations in
blocks, in this case dtrsm but mainly dgemm. These blocks are represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 6.
Each block is assigned to a different task to perform the required operation. The for range construction
in lines 9 and 13 represents a template function provided by our library whose purpose is to automatically
divide an input range of blocks in smaller subblocks with the optimal size, so neither too many nor too few
spawns are called.
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1 for ( j = 1 ; j < num blocks ; j ++) {
2 dsyrk (A( 1 : num blocks , j ) , A( j , j ) ) ;
3 dpotf2 (A( j , j ) ) ;
4
5 f o r r ang e ( i in j : num blocks ) {
6 spawn (dgemm, A( 1 : j −1, j )t , A( 1 : j −1, i ) , A( j , i ) ) ;
7 }
8
9 f o r r ang e ( i in j +1: num blocks ) {
10 spawn ( dtrsm , A( j , j ) , A( j , i ) ) ;
11 }
12 w a i t f o r a l l ( ) ;
13 }
Figure 8: Pseudocode of the Cholesky decomposition
3.3. Cholesky decomposition
Cholesky decomposition takes a matrix and computes its factorization as a lower triangular matrix and
its conjugate transpose. The blocked version of the algorithm follows a structure similar to LU. First, the
diagonal block is computed with the non-blocked version of the algorithm. Then, the remaining matrix is
computed multiplying the resulting blocks. Thus, the parallelization pattern is similar to the one used for
LU, spawning tasks for the different sub-blocks of these operations.
The pseudocode of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 8, in which again A(i,j) refers to a block. The
algorithm has two basic steps: in lines 2 and 3, the block of the diagonal is processed with an unblocked
version of Cholesky, and from line 5 to the end the remaining matrix is computed and prepared for the next
iteration.
3.4. Sylvester equations resolution
The Sylvester equation [16], commonly found in control theory, is the equation of the form AX+XB = C
where A,B, C, X are n×n matrices, being X the unknown. We use X = Ω(A,B, C) to represent the solution
to the equation. In particular, we focus on the triangular case, where both A and B are upper triangular
matrices. The solution of the triangular case arises as an intermediate subproblem in the Sylvester equation
solver described in [16]. FLAME derives a family of blocked algorithms [17]. The result of X is stored in
C. The algorithm is a hybrid of iterative and recursive algorithms. In this case, each of the blocks can be
assigned to a different task, and the dependency detection system will take care of the order of execution to
provide the correct result.
The computation of the solution for the Sylvester equation is done multiplying and recursively solving
the blocks of the matrix. Fig. 9 shows this process: the algorithm divides the matrices in 9 blocks, which
change sizes as the algorithm progresses; then, for each block, the required operation is invoked, syl for
recursively solving or mul to multiply two blocks. This algorithm has a complex dependency graph, shown
in Fig. 10, and it is the least scalable of the examples we tested.
4. Evaluation
In order to evaluate our approach we parallelized the algorithms described in the preceding Section using
both our library and OpenMP [9], a standard high-level tool for the development of parallel applications
in multicore systems. The performance tests were performed in a PC with an Intel i7 950 processor (with
4 cores and Hyperthreading) and 6GB of RAM, as well as in a server with 2 Intel Xeon E5620 quad-core
processors and 16 GB of RAM. The compiler used was g++ v. 4.6.3 using -O3 optimization level.
For the N-body simulation we used a system of 100 000 bodies and simulated 1000 iterations. The
speedups obtained in these experiments are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Figures 13 to 18 show the perfor-
mance of the considered linear algebra algorithms, using different combinations of hardware, libraries, and
parallelization methods. Our library is compared with OpenMP and a purely sequential optimized version
of the algorithms, using both the standard BLAS implementation [18] and the GotoBLAS2 library [19].
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1 while ( s i z e (A22) > 0) {
2 d iv ide matrix ;
3
4 spawn ( sy l , A11 , B00 , C10 ) ; // 1
5 spawn ( sy l , A22 , B11 , C21 ) ; // 2
6 spawn (mul , C11 , A12 , C21 ) ; // 3
7 spawn (mul , C11 , C10 , B01 ) ; // 4
8 spawn ( sy l , A11 , B11 , C11 ) ; // 5
9 spawn (mul , C00 , A01 , C10 ) ; // 6
10 spawn (mul , C01 , A01 , C11 ) ; // 7
11 spawn (mul , C01 , A02 , C21 ) ; // 8
12 spawn (mul , C22 , C21 , B12 ) ; // 9
13 spawn (mul , C12 , C10 , B02 ) ; // 10
14 spawn (mul , C12 , C11 , B12 ) ; // 11
15 }








Figure 10: Dependencies of the Sylvester equation solver. Nodes
refer to calls in Fig. 9

















Figure 11: N-body simulation with Barnes-Hut algorithm in the i7 system
The rank of the double-precision matrices used in these tests is 8192. The i7 results for 8 cores actually
correspond to the usage 4 cores with 2 threads per core thanks to the hyper-threading. It is well-known that
the second thread per core provided by hyper-threading typically only provides between 5% and 20% of the
performance of a real core. In fact this additional thread decreases performance for many applications due
to the conflicts between the threads working sets in the core caches when large data sets are manipulated.
This is the reason for the reduced performance for LU and Cholesky using 8 cores in the i7. As a matter
of fact, the lack of optimizations in the usage of the memory hierarchy is a critical reason behind the poor
performance, as well as the lack of scalability in the i7, of the implementations based on the standard BLAS
distribution. In the case of Sylvester, given the large number of stages of the algorithm that have no paral-
lelism and the limited maximum number of parallel tasks available (see Fig. 10), the small scalability was
to be expected for any implementation.
The spawn-based version usually matches or outperforms the OpenMP version. We find two reasons
for this. First, our library allows a task to run exactly as soon as its dependences have been satisfied.
In OpenMP it is impossible to specify with such a fine grain the dependencies between tasks in different
loops. Rather, synchronizations such as global barriers are required, which results in threads being idle more
often. The other reason is that the task creation, scheduling and load balancing mechanisms provided by
the OpenMP implementation can be less optimized and sophisticated than the ones that TBB provides to
our library [20].
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Figure 12: N-body simulation with Barnes-Hut algorithm in the Xeon system























Figure 13: LU decomposition in the i7 system
We have also performed a comparison in terms of programmability of the codes parallelized with our
library and OpenMP using three metrics whose results are shown in Table 2. The first metric is the number
of Source Lines of Code, which counts all the lines in the program excluding the comments and the empty
lines. The second one is the programming effort [21]. This metric considers a program as a string of tokens,
which can be divided into two groups: operators and operands. The operands are variables or constants.
The operators are symbols or combinations of symbols that affect the value or ordering of operands. We
denote η1, the number of unique operators; η2, the number of unique operands; N1, the total occurrences
of operators; and N2, the total occurrences of operands. The program level Lvl, which measures the level
of abstraction at which the program is coded, and the program volume Vol, which represents the number of
bits required to encode the program in an alphabet with one character per operand or operator, are values
defined as functions of η1, η2, N1 and N2 (see [21]). The programming effort E can be obtained using the
estimate of Lvl and Vol as E =Vol/Lvl. It is assumed that the programming effort required to implement
an algorithm is proportional to E. Finally, the cyclomatic number [22] is defined as V = P + 1, where P
12












Figure 14: LU decomposition in the Xeon system












Figure 15: Cholesky decomposition in the i7 system
is the number of decision points or predicates in a program, i.e., the number of conditionals in the program
flowchart. The smaller V , the smaller the complexity of the program is. In C++, P amounts to the number
of constructions that include a predicate on which the control flow depends. These are the if, for, while,
and case keywords, the ?: operator, and the conditional preprocessor macros.
Usually, our library achieves better results than OpenMP for any programmability metric. An important
reason is that our Array class greatly simplifies the programming of array-based algorithms compared with
the manual management of pointers and dimensions required by the standard approach. And this is the
case even when we have counted the functions that unpack the pointers and matrices dimensions from the
Arrays to make the proper calls to the underlying BLAS implementations as part of the programming effort
in Table 2. Since these are very typical matrix operations, they could well be included as part of our library,
therefore further strongly improving all these metics. The programmability also benefits from the notation
required by our library, which is way terser than OpenMP. With spawn, one simply adds this word in the
line of a procedure invocation that should be run as a parallel task, while OpenMP often requires separate
13












Figure 16: Cholesky decomposition in the Xeon system

















Figure 17: Sylvester equations in the i7 system
multiword directives for the creation of parallel regions and individual tasks. In Barnes-Hut, however,
our approach yields somewhat worse programmability statistics. The reason is that in this application
the computational functions subject to parallel invocations were not generic functions, but class methods,
and our current implementation of spawn does not support them in a straightforward way. This is simply
solved adding functions that receive the object and the method arguments and which perform the method
invocation, so that spawn is applied to these auxiliary functions.
5. Related work
The need for explicit synchronizations is proportional to the flexibility in the patterns of computation
and parallelism supported by a programming paradigm or tool. Functional programming, by avoiding state
and mutable data, can provide referential transparency, so that the result of a function evaluation only
depends on its arguments. This property allows in principle to evaluate in parallel any subexpression,
14






















Figure 18: Sylvester equations in the Xeon system
Table 2: Programmability metrics
Application version SLOCs Programming Effort Cyclomatic #
Barnes-hut spawn 214 919 352 36
OpenMP 210 817 543 36
LU spawn 94 349 770 12
OpenMP 95 685 945 17
Cholesky spawn 115 620 087 12
OpenMP 116 796 005 16
Sylvester spawn 98 789 667 3
OpenMP 101 849 096 6
as any order of evaluation yields the same result. Nevertheless, the exhaustive exploitation of all this
implicit parallelism would involve much overhead. For this reason, in practice functional languages provide
mechanisms to explictly label those computations whose parallel evaluation can be advantageous [23]. While
some approaches [24, 25, 26] lead to explicit communications and synchronizations, in others the user just
identifies the parallel tasks, letting the compiler or runtime take care of the low level details.
Data-parallelism, which applies a single stream of instructions in parallel to the elements of one or several
data structures, is the basis of some of the implicitly synchronized functional proposals [27, 28]. Unfortu-
nately, this strategy is too restrictive for many applications either semantically or in terms of performance.
A greater degree of flexibility is provided by parallel skeletal operations [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], which
specify the dependencies, synchronizations and communications between parallel tasks that follow a pattern
observed in many algorithms. Their applicability is restricted thus to computations that fit the predefined
patterns they represent.
Interestingly, there are also proposals [31, 35, 36, 32] that, like DepSpawn, allow to express tasks with
arbitrary patterns of dependencies while avoiding explicit synchronizations. The fact that they are im-
plemented in purely functional languages with lazy evaluation makes their programming strategy and the
difficulties faced by the programmer very different from those of DepSpawn, which is integrated in an im-
perative language with the usual semantics. This way, their users have to deal with laziness, which hinders
effective parallelization, and they have often to enforce sequential ordering, which are problems inexistent in
our environment. Also, their functions cannot modify their inputs; rather they just return a result, whose
usage expresses the dependency on the function, and which cannot be overwritten by other functions due
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void g(A& a, A& b, A& c, A& d) {
   ...
}
void f(const A& x, A& y) {
   ...
}















Figure 19: Small DepSpawn code and associated dataflow graph.
to the immutability of data. This implies that once a function finishes, all the subsequent tasks that use
its result can run in parallel, as they can only read it, there being no need to track potential ulterior mod-
ifications of its value. On the contrary, DepSpawn functions express their dependencies only through their
arguments, which can be inputs, outputs or both, while the return value is either inexistent or disregarded.
Also, since the function arguments can be both read and/or written by arbitrary functions, the result(s) of
a task can be overwritten by other tasks, leading to more complex patterns of dependencies on each data
item than in a purely functional language. Finally, those approaches do not provide explicit synchronization
facilities or classes similar to Array within their implicitly synchronized frameworks.
Dataflow programming [37, 38] is another paradigm with links to our proposal. The reason is that it
models programs as directed graphs whose nodes perform the computations and whose edges carry the
inputs and outputs of those computations, thus interconnecting data-dependent computational nodes. This
view promotes the parallel execution of independent computations, which are only run when their data
dependencies are fulfilled, very much like DepSpawn tasks. Under this paradigm a DepSpawn task can be
viewed as a node with input edges for its input arguments, and output edges for its output arguments. The
node would only be triggered when there were data in all its input edges, and it would generate a result
in each one of its output edges. Arguments that can be both inputs and outputs would be represented
with edges both entering and leaving the node. If several tasks had a dependency on a given output of a
task, the node of this task would be connected to each one of the dependent nodes with a separate output
edge labeled with the output argument name. If the communication between DepSpawn tasks took place
by means of individual copies, mimicking the behavior of edges that carry the data, this is all that would
be needed. However, communication actually takes place through shared modifiable variables. This implies
that if we want to represent a DepSpawn program with a dataflow graph whose tasks have the same set of
legal schedules, we must prevent tasks that can write to a variable from beginning their execution while any
preceding reader has not finished, even when there is no actual flow of data between them. This is achieved
by connecting tasks that only read a given argument with output edges associated to it that link them with
the next task that can modify that argument. This way the writer cannot be triggered until the reader
finishes and puts a value in the connecting edge, even if the value read from the edge is discarded. Figure 19
illustrates all the situations described above with a small piece of code and its corresponding dataflow graph.
The edge a’ has been marked with an apostrophe to indicate that there is no actual flow of data, but a
signal to prevent f(c,a) from modifying a while f(a,b) is still working on it. The figure also illustrates
why a node must be used per invocation/task rather than by function, as, for example, otherwise it would
be impossible to run parallel instances of a function.
While all of them have in common that data in the input edges of a node trigger its computation, which
in turn generates new data in its output edges, there are several models of dataflow networks with different
assumptions and semantics [39]. A DepSpawn application in which each task is deterministic and tasks only
communicate through their arguments can be modeled as a Kahn Process Network (KPN) [40], which is
a network composed by deterministic sequential processes that communicate through one-way unbounded
FIFO channels. In fact, since data are always consumed and produced by means of a single argument, which
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is of an aggregate type such as Array when several data items are involved, a network of tasks generated
by DepSpawn can be more accurately modeled as a Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) [41], a restriction of KPN
in which nodes consume and produce a fixed number of data items per firing in each one of their edges.
Furthermore, DepSpawn dataflow graphs are homogeneous SDFs, as all nodes produce or consume a single
sample on each input or output arc when invoked. The properties of the associated computation graphs
have been analyzed in [42, 43, 44].
Notice that the aforementioned characterization is also valid when tasks spawn children tasks, provided
that these children are also deterministic and only communicate with other tasks through their arguments.
This is thanks to the fact that DepSpawn tasks wait for all the preceding tasks with which they have
dependencies and their descendants.
Programs developed under the usual imperative languages can also avoid explicit synchronizations by
resorting to data-parallel approaches [45, 1, 3, 46] and parallel skeletons [47, 48, 8, 49, 33], at the cost again
of restricting the patterns of parallelization. Because of their limitations, users are often forced to resort
to lower level approaches [50, 51, 52, 7, 8, 53, 54, 9] seeking more flexibility. The downside is that these
tools hurt productivity, being explicit synchronizations one of the reasons. Some of them [51, 8, 53, 54, 9]
have in common with DepSpawn that they allow to build tasks expressed as functions, although often
with a more convoluted syntax, and that they let the runtime manage the execution of these tasks using
advanced techniques such as work-stealing. In fact, as explained in Sect. 2.4, DepSpawn in built on top of
TBBs [8]. However, none of them can automatically track and enforce the dependencies among the tasks.
This way, they all require explicitly synchronizing the tasks by linking each task with its successors or
predecessors, establishing synchronization points, or accessing futures attached to variables that represent
the tasks. Achieving a behavior similar to DepSpawn, in terms of performance, minimal interface and
automatic fulfillment of data dependencies by means of these tools is a non trivial task.
The idea of exploring arbitrary out-of-order execution of tasks by relying on the dependences among
them has already been explored in the context of libraries and compilers. This way, Supermatrix [4, 5, 6]
provides a library exclusively focused on linear algebra algorithms that is able to execute its parallel tasks
out-of-order respecting the serial semantics by means of a task dependency analysis. Since, contrary to our
library, its aim is not general, it does not define any particular programming model either.
As for compiler-based approaches, the Star Superscalar (StarSs) programming model, with implementa-
tions for different devices such as the Cell broadband engine [10] or general SMP computers [11], similarly
to our library, seeks to provide general out-of-order execution of tasks based on data dependencies. Never-
theless, this paradigm, which has led to the proposal of extensions to OpenMP [12][13], requires the user
to explicitly annotate such dependencies by means of compiler directives in the code. This involves not
only analyzing the code to establish which are the inputs and outputs of each task, but also which is the
exact size of the area of the arrays pointed by the pointers used in these tasks, as well as the extension of
the region accessed by each pointer. Our library provides elegant solutions to these problems by directly
extracting the information from the function parameters or from the Array objects provided, resulting in
clearer and less error-prone codes.
There are also important differences in the programming model of both approaches. Namely, in the
programming model supported by these compiler directives, dependencies are only detected inside the scope
of the same parent task. This way if there is any piece of data on which there can be carried dependencies
that need to be considered by a task, it must be explicitly annotated in its parent. Obviously, this also
implies in turn annotating all the ascendants up to the level where the potential dependency is generated.
And these annotations also imply that those ascendants will have to abide by those dependencies, even when
they are actually only needed for the bottom-level task we were initially considering. Nevertheless, under the
programming model provided by our library, tasks automatically fulfill any dependencies generated not only
in their parent task, but also in all of their ancestors, there being no need to apply those dependencies to
any of those ancestors if they do not need them. This significatively increases the amount of parallelism that
can be exploited in many situations. Other distinctive features of our library that improve this aspect are
the possibility of releasing (some) dependencies before a task finishes, or blocking a task at some arbitrary
point in order to wait for a specific set of variables.
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6. Conclusions
In this work we have presented DepSpawn, a new library for parallel programming that provides very
flexible patterns of parallelism without the need of explicit synchronizations. Using advanced features of
C++11, our library is able to analyze the parameters of arbitrary functions and detect dependencies between
them. With this information it schedules their parallel execution while respecting their dependencies. We
have also provided a clear description of the programming model enabled by our library, as well as a
comparison with a standard high-level approach to parallelize applications in multicore systems like OpenMP.
The results obtained are very satisfactory, both in terms of performance and programmability.
As future work we plan to extend the support for functions that return values using the concept of
futures. Namely, for these functions spawn would return a special object to hold the value returned by
the function. Reading this object would conform an implicit synchronization point. DepSpawn is publicly
available under an open-source license at http://depspawn.des.udc.es.
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